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The distances over which practical radio transmission is pos
sible are very different at different times of day, seasons, etc,
and for different frequencies of the radio waves. This Letter
Circular presents the results of experience in radio communica-
tion, by means of the four graph sheets attached, at frequen-
cies up to megacycles.

Radio wave transmission takes place principally by the
propagcttion of a "ground wave" along the ground and a "sky
wave" :‘eflected from the ionosphere. The ionosphere is the
electrically conducting (ionized) region in the upper atmos-
phere, niore than ~jQ miles above the earth' s surf,:,Ge. As the
radio waves travel out along the ground or in the atmosphere,
their energy is reduced below what it would be if no causes of
energy absorption existed. The absorption is due to the elec-
trical resistance of materials in the earth and to ionized
particles in 'che atmosphere. The amount of the absorption
determines the maximum distances at v/hich waves of various
frequencies 'can be received, for given reception conditions
at the receiver.

The Ground Wave

The distance range of the ground wave is in general great
at low frequencies (belovj about ^00 kilocycles per second), and
decreases as the frequency is increased, because the ground-
wave absorption Increases with frequency. The distance range
of the ground wave is different for earth of different con-
ductivities and dielectric constants, but is fairly constant
with time over a given transmission path at a given frequency.

The Sky Wave

The distance range of the sky wave is not constant with
time, frequency, or path. As the graphs show, it is a minimum
in approximately the broadcast band of frequencies (550 to 1600
kc), increasing with change of frequency in either direction.
In the daytime the absorption of the sky x<\;ave is so great that
there is almost no sky wave at frequencies from somewhat below
to somev/hat above the broadcast frequency band, particularly in

( over)
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the summer. Hence sky-wave propagation In the daytime (particu-
larly in the summer), is only aopreciable in the lower and
higher frequency ranges. During the nighty hoxijever, sky-wave
propag’ation takes place tliroughout the entire range of fre-
quencies.

The large variations of Si^y-v;ave propagation result from
conditions and changes in the ionization of the ionosphere.
Besides daily variation of daylight and darkness, factors such
as latitude, season, magnetic storms, and solar disturbances,
have been found to have effects upon this ionization. These
changes in ionization result in variations in the distance
range of radio waves from hour to hour, day to day, season
to season, and year to year.

Detailed information about sky naves and the ionosphere
is given in another Letter Circular of the Bureau, ’’Radio
transmission and the ionosohere"

.

Distance-Range Graphs

Distance range can be calculated under specified conditions
but such calculations are difficult and complex, particularly
for the sky waves. Thus in practice xve usually must use the
accumulated -^‘esults of experience. The attached graohs sum-
marize experience and give average distance ranges as deter-
mined by numerous experimenters. There are considerable varia-
tions from the average for particular paths and times. The
land ground-wave graphs are for land of average conductivity.
For sucli land the distance range for a given frequency is
roughly the same as the distance range over sea-water for ten
times that frequency.

Above a certain frequency (which this year is about ifOOO

kc/s at night and higher in the daytime; see attached graphs),
there is for each frequency, a distance within which none of the
regular sky wave is reflected back to the earth by the iono-
sphere. There is a zone, with an inner and outer boundary,
in which there is no regular radio reception. This is called
the skip zone and its outer boundary is called the skip distance

Thus, in the right-hand portion of each of the attached
graphs, for a specified frequency (e.g., 20 Mc/s, Fig., 3 ) "t'D®

waves are receivable at distances from 0 up. to the ground-wave
range (different for land and ocean), are not receivable from
there up to the distance giv^.n by the line marked ’’skip dis-
tance”, and are receivable from there up to the ’’distance
range” lines. The skip-distance line also gives, for any
distance, the maximum usable frequency except for sporadic
transmission.
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Sporadic Transmission

In Figs. 1 and 2, part of the right-hand portion is shaded
and marked "Irregular Sporadic". This means that at the dis-
tances and frequencies indicated, there is sporadic radio trans-
mission at irregular times, even though in the skip zone. The
times at which such transmission occurs are not predictable;
it is most prevalent May to August, and occurs particularly in
the late afternoon, the evening, and the forenoon, but may
occur at any time of day or night. It is due to reflection
from peculiarly ionized patches in the S layer of the iono-
sphere, and not the regular reflection (from the extend.ed
layers of the ionosphere) which accounts for the regular trans-
mission. Scattered reflections from the ionosphere, which
are fluttering and blurred and usually weaJk, are frequently
receivable In the skip zone.

A 5 of G-raphs

The scales of abscissas and ordinates on the attached graphs
are cuhlcal (i.e., numbers shovm are propoi'tlonal to cube of
distance along scale, or, distance along scale is proportional
to cube root of numbers). This v.jas chosen because it spaces
the data satisfactorily, A linear scale would crox-jd the loxv

values too much and a logarithmic scale X'/ould crowd the high
values too much.

The attached graphs show the limits of distance over w^hich
pra.ctical radio communication is possible, both radio-telegraph
(CVJ) and radio telephone (phone). They are based on the lowest
field intensity x-\rhich permits practical reception in the pre-
sence of average background interference or noise. For the
broadcast frequencies this does not mean satisfactory program
reception. Field intensities required for CW reception were
taken to be about one-tenth of those required for phene re-
ception. The limiting field intensity is different at dif-
ferent frequencies and times. The followring table gives
limltinp; field intensity values typical of those used in
determining the distance ranges, based on data in a number
of papers listed in References at end hereof. This assumes
the use of a good receiving set.

Table 1. Average Field Intenslties Required for
Good Radio-Telephone Reception

0.1 Me 1.0 Me 5,0 Me 10,0 Me

Summer day 6o uv/m 10 uv/m 10 nv/ra 3 >iv/m
Summer night 170 90 15 1

^

Winter day 25 1 2 1

Winter night 100 15 1
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Limitations of G-raphs

Vi/hen atmospherics ("static”) or other sources of inter-
ference are great, e«g., in the tropics, larger received field
intensities are required and the distance ranges are less.
The graphs assume the use of one kilowatt radiated power, and
non-directional antennas. For greater power the distance
ranges will be someidiat greater. For transmission over a
given path, received intensity is proportional to the square
root of radiated power, but there is no simple relation be-
tween distance range and either radiated pov/er or received
field intensity.

The day graphs are based on noon conditions and the night
graphs are based on midnight conditions. In a general way,
there is progressive change from one to the other, but xvith

some tendency for day conditions to persist throi;p;h dusk, and
night conditions to persist through daxvTi, The conditions of
spring and autumn are intermediate between those of summer
and winter, autumn resembling winter somiewhat more than
summer. Information is given for each month and for all times
of day in the summaries regularly published by the Bureau in
the Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers and Q,ST.

The attached graphs are based principally upon data for
the latitude of Washington, but serve as a guide for trans-
mission anywhere in the temperate zones. They are not as
accurate for polar or equatorial latitudes.

In general, the distance ranges for paths xvhich lie_
partly in day and partly in night portions of the globe are
intermediate between those shovm in t'le day and night graphs,
for tJxe range of frequencies xvlilch caix be used both day and
night. For paths xhnich cross the sunset line in summer, the
usable frequencies will be about the same as the usable summer
day frequencies. For paths across the sunset line in winter,
the usable frequencies will be a little higher than the night
frequencies sho^vn in graphs. For transmissions across the
sunrise line, both summer and x-ijinter, the usable frequencies
x^rill be a little lower than the night frequencies shown in
graphs. Frequently the conditions of the ionosphere on the
light and dark sides of sunrise are wi.dely different. Under
such conditions it is often so difficult to transmiit across
the sunrise line that it is almost a barrier to high-frequency
radio communication.

The attached graphs give distance ranges for the current
year only. They change from year to year because of changes
of ionization in the ionosphere. These changes are caused by
the changing ultraviolet radiation from, the sun in an approxi-
mate eleven-year cycle. The graphs are therefore revised each
six months.
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The distance ranges given in the graphs are the distances
for good intelligible reception; they are not the limits of
distance at v/hich interference can be caused. A field inten-
sity sufficient to cause troublesome interference may be pro-
duced at a much greater .distance than the maximum distance of
reliable reception.

Users of this pamphlet .are invited to send the Bureau data
that would be useful in revising or extending it. Address
National Bureau of Standards^ Washington, D.C.
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Vlinter 1941-R2, Day, (1 kw) .

VJinter 194-1-42, Night, (1 kw).
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